
Moses: An Example of God’s Workmanship!
Finding Freedom From the Fast Lane:

Principles, Precepts, Preferences, Promises!
—Exodus 20:8–11; Exodus 31:12–18; and other Scripture

The FOUNDATION & FOCUS of Today’s Study:

When God speaks, we should listen with diligence!
Obedience always includes discernment and discipline!
Biblical Truth teaches us both principles and precepts!

—1 The heavens and the earth were completed with everything that
   was in them. 2 By the seventh day God finished the work that He
had    been doing, and He ceased on the seventh day all the work that
He     had been doing. 3 God blessed the seventh day and made it holy

because on it He ceased all the work that he had been doing in
creation. —Genesis 2:1–3

—8 Remember the Sabbath day to set it apart as holy. 9 For six days
   you may labor and do all your work, 10 but the seventh day is a

Sabbath to the Lord your God; on it you shall not do any work, you,
 or your son, or your daughter, or your male servant, or your female
 servant, or your cattle, or the resident foreigner who is in your
 gates. 11 For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth
 and the sea and all that is in them, and he rested on the seventh
 day; therefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and set it apart
 as holy.                      —Exodus 20:8–11

—“At least one indication of unbelief is the tendency to measure life's
   challenges against our own adequacy instead of God's promises.
   To enter our Sabbath rest, we must put an end to self-reliance

—trusting in our own abilities to overcome difficulties, rise above
 challenges, escape tragedies, or achieve personal greatness.”

―Chuck Swindoll

—“Sabbath isn't about resting perfectly; it's about resting in the One
   who is perfect.”    —selected

—“Now, come on, Liddell. For the sake of your king and for your
   country, you put aside these silly ideas of yours about the Sabbath
   and about the Lord’s Day.” Eric Liddell’s answer was, “I would never
   set aside my king or my country, save that there was a higher power,
   a higher authority, the One Who sets up kings and the One Who
   brings down kings. And I will not run.”  —from “Chariots of Fire”

—From God’s perspective, the Ten Commandments begin with the
   most personal instructions by focusing on worship. If we don’t get
   that right, our foundation crumbles. From the perspective of
   people, the last six are the most personal because they focus on our
   daily lives. The fourth commandment is the hinge that holds them
   together; it measures our:

1) dependence on the Lord,
2) acceptance of God’s authority, and
3) love for Him.

—Some additional comments: (The Law = the Ten Commandments)

—Our studies in Exodus are intended to help us see the importance,
impact, and influence our faithful dependence on the Lord should have
on the way we live. Being a faithful follower of the Lord means more
than simply believing in Jesus. It also involves/includes:
—looking for His guidance,
—listening to His instructions, and
—learning the lessons that train & teach us how to live godly lives!

—The Law was NEVER intended to provide salvation from sin.

—The Law ESTABLISHES God’s authority!

—The Law EMPHASIZES our accountability to God.

—The Law EXPOSES the definition of sin &
                       the difference between doing right & wrong.

   —The Law EXISTS to protect us from the dangers of sin &
to point us to Christ!



—1—  How does the Sabbath relate to us?

—It’s FOUNDATION comes from CREATION       !

—It’s FOCUS is GODLINESS        !

    —following God’s EXAMPLE

    —set time aside for WORSHIP

       —It’s FUNCTION is to REST FROM WORK                  !

            —to gain REFRESHMENT

            —to strengthen our RELATIONSHIP           with the Lord

            —to RELY        on the Lord’s provisions & promises

       —It’s a time set aside to celebrate our FREEDOM from

the PENALTY, PLAGUE, & PROBLEM                   of sin!

a practical lesson to absorb & apply:

—Setting aside one day each week is a

PRACTICAL PROTECTION PROVIDED                   for us by God!

—2— Have God’s requirements changed from the commands given
       to the Israelites? Are we under a “holy day of obligation?”

—The HEART & CENTER of God’s purpose for the SABBATH involves:

—IDENTIFICATION

 —ACKNOWLEDGING GOD & HIS AUTHORITY

—IDOLATRY

—NO OTHER GODS

      —LOVE GOD WITH ALL OUR HEART, SOUL, MIND, & STRENGTH

—INSIGHTS & INSTRUCTION

—UNDERSTANDING GOD’S TRUTH

—PRECEPTS = OBJECTIVE RULES & REGULATIONS

—PRINCIPLES = A SET OF GUIDELINES THAT HELP US
DETERMINE  HOW TO ACT OR RESPOND
WHEN FACED WITH CERTAIN CIRCUM-

        STANCES

—PRACTICES = CONSIDERING THE REASONS FOR THE
                 PRECEPTS AND PRINCIPLES GIVEN IN
                 GOD’S WORD

—PERSONAL APPLICATION OF GOD’S TRUTH

—a practical lesson to absorb & apply:

The fourth commandment is the HINGE THAT HOLDS

the Ten Commandments  together; it measures our:

1) dependence on the Lord,

2) acceptance of God’s authority, and

3) love for Him.
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